
TSL 325 EXPEDITIONProducts 

Experience : Advanced

The + product 

Snowshoes 325 EXPEDITION : Stability and traction in all types of snow are the key words for these models. The Expedition telescopic binding (which provides a high level

of foot flexibility includes a pre-adjustment feature that memorizes the shoe size (size + front volume), so you are ready for every outing thanks to the comfortable, efficient

front and ankle tightening systems. Finally, the new Easy Ascent heel lift allows you to reach the summits without having to bend over.

Description 

DECK

- Hourglass shape : allows for easier stride when walking

- Design 3D : Maximum climbing and side-hill traction under the foot

BINDING

- The telescopic binding provides a high level of foot flexibility

- Lock Adjustment : This easy-to-use adjustment memorizes your shoe size for all your snowshoeing outings.

- Memory Lock System  : The system provides rapid, efficient tightening and memorizes the front volume of the shoe.

- Tightening through a ratchet system for a secure and fast fit

- Lateral Adjust : offer greater comfort with their side adjustment system that will accept any width of shoe to give maximum foot surround.

- Sound and Shock Absorbing System (SSAS)

- Heel lift : With the EASY ASCENT automatic feature, there is no need to bend over to adjust your heel lift anymore. The Easy Up helps reduce calf fatigue during long

climbs.

TRACTION

- Front teeth for maximum traction on steep terrain

- 6 replaceable steel crampons

ACCESSORIES

- The S5 aluminum claws provide optimum climbing traction

- Adaptable grips for excellent traction on icy and hard packed snow

All our pairs of snowshoes are supplied with bags for transport and storage.

Properties 

5m > 15m 110 > 260 lbs 23.5 x 8.5 2.05 lbs x 2 2 x 6 ok ok ok
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